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60 o Venessa Fuentes

count and name individual cherry blossoms up and down the
perfumed length of Shingle Creek. Right? Sure, you will have
an occasional moment of second-guessing ali of this supposing.
But that is when, refocused, you insist that lf these girls are any-
thinglike me, they like to go to 3t Flavors for chocolate peanut butter
ice cream cones. They surely watch Scooby-Doo after school and
the Smurfs on Saturday mornings. They love to swim with their
friends in the apartment complex's over-chlorinated pool while
all the moms drink pitchers and pitchers of frozen strawberry
daiquiris. Right. This, you claim, is the absolute truth of Girl-
hood. And, so far, it's good.

The next thing you will most likely notice, now that you know
the baseline, the entry point of how different you are in almost
any setting, is how you find yourself wondering about what's
up with being different. About why it matters. Is it just me, you
wonder to yourself, or do there seem to be different kinds of being
different? Remember though, you are a girl and not a grownup at
this point in the story. You don't get all deep about why being
different matters; the big questions haven't started quite yet.
They haven't elbowed or clawed their way into your air space. For
today, you are early to the wondering game. You are just begin-
ning to pick up on how there are different kinds of different.

How might you explain all of this to someone, then? Let's say
an adult in your life, a teacher or a frozen-strawberry-daiquiri-
drinking neighbor mom, asks you to draw the different kinds of
being different. This will be easy-peasy since you love drawing,
and so you get straight to work. You start by dividing the page
in two. On one side of the page, you draw cotton ball clouds,
deep green grass, and a candy-colored rainbow. Maybe there are
a few pink and purple hearts floating around in the sky, near the
lemon yellow sun, for added effect. On the other side of the page,
you draw gray skies, patches of thorny grass, and broken hearts.
Some of the heart pieces float around in the sky, some have fallen
into the dirt, and others are tangled up in the thorny grass. Fin-
ished, you explain to the adult, bright faced and matter-of-factly:
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daydreams: Am I making it up, or did my cousin really give me lit-
tle side eyes? If my friend says she was just joking then why wasn t I
laughing? Is it just me or do my tios and tias like me less because I am
darker? How come the people that like me best let those sharp edges
into the room?Youhave just crossed a threshold, stepped into new
air space. The big questions, at this point, have begun. As have
their unkind elbows and claws. You need a moment to adjust. you
don't realize when a bit of your bright face goes out.

Second-guess questions make you want to find answers. Like
when you work on math problems. You want a new set of absolute
truths. Maybe, then, you are surrounded by sharp edges because
you are an only child. Right? Or maybe it's because you are shy
and, instead of joining in during rowdy basement dance parties,
prefer to watch your mom, tios, tias, and cousins from the sofa,s
anchor point. Or maybe you are surrounded by sharp edges be-
cause you are the only Vanessa in the world who spells her name
with an "e." Now that you have crossed a threshold, whatever the
answer, there is an entirely new kind of being different that has
disrupted you. They occupy you now, all the time, those edges.

Occupied, you start the next day thinking even more about
where your place is in that picture. That picture, of course, being
the world. The world, of course, being r98os suburban Minne-
apolis. A mostly White world that includes occasional trips to the
Black and Bolivian spaces of your family. Each increasingly
troubled brain scan shows you that your world is a White space:
the TV shows you watch, the books you read, the Barbies you play
with. Your world is of and for the girls you are growing up with.
Just, you know, gir1s. Girls who totally like the same things you
do, who are your friends. But they are also consistently shining in
the brightest, prettiest spotlights. They fit everl,where they go-
as they eat bologna sandwiches and run to the grocery store-
because it is easy; they don't really have to think about it. And why
would they? It's just a sandwich, just a trip to the grocery store.

It is as if the world's enterprise is to cheerlead on certain kinds
of girls while giving you an intermittent wave-one you could
almost mistake for shooing a fly away or something like that. It
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how much it costs you to be in your brown girl body. Just to have
your place. You do not have full permissions, you can only day-
dream about how certain kinds of girls must move through the
world. Sometimes when you are feeling particularly observant,
you suspect they pay a price, too. Which then makes you think
that the world's enterprise must extend beyond just girls. you
wonder about certain kinds of boys, what prices they pay in their
bodies. About who ultimately is in charge of setting these curren-
cies. About how that role was assigned. Or taken. Or inherited. It
occurs to you that your mother, abuela, and everyone else before
you-people who lived oceans and ages ago-certainly would
have paid for the places in their bodies. And then it almost be-
comes too much, the mental hum of you thinking about how the
whole world is in on this.

After years of noticing, learning, and writing, you will natu-
rally want to get away from most of suburban Minneapolis as

soon as you graduate from high school. A confusing, privileged
mixture of the sharp edges that surround your brown body actu-
ally help get you into college. You are two kinds of Not White and
a female, so lots of colleges want to add you to their lecture halls.
Their scholarship forms, eager to know which box you fit into, ask
Choose One, and you are deflated when you see that one of the
first options is Black, Non-Hispanic. Your second nature, remem-
ber, is to second-guess question yourself, which you do as you fill
out these forms. You are certain that it's only the box you check
and not your grade point average and exquisitely written essay
that will be considered. Words Tike diversity and multicultural
become a spotlight in your face, behind your back. And this
spotlight is not at all like the bright, pretty kind of your young
girlhood. Meanwhile, you are a first-generation student whose
family wants progress, so they want you to go to college. And
why shouldn't they? A super-nice liberal arts college in St. paul is
where, fortunately, you are accepted. This is Young Womanhood:
You are supposed to graduate from high school. you are supposed
to go to college and graduate in four years. You are supposed to
get a job. Your best friends are supposed to be girls, you are sup-
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ask you to take him back. And you will, repeatedly, for close to ten

years. Each time will feel a little worse than the lqst. Your friends,

your mother will applaud you when he moves out, only to slouch over

when you take him back. I have come to prepare you, Venessa with an

"e." You are gradually going to lose track of yourself. All those sharp

edges you constantly feel surrounded by? They will fade into the back-

ground, pale in comparison to what this person is going to surround

you with. Confusing cycles that start out I need you and I promise

I am a better person for you and end By the way you fat dummy,

I still love you. It serves you right to suffer will become normal'

So normal, in fact, that you are going to marry this person and have

a baby with him. I am here to tell you that your son will help you find

your way out. But not without you leading the fight of your life, and

not without significant damage to your well-being. lt will take you

years to see yourself, to be kind to yourself again. Get ready'

But, of course, there is no meeting with your future self' Not

even a predictive dream or a tarot reading. And even if there is,

you are not going to have any of it because you are a Women's

and Gender Studies scholar. A self-identifying Feminist Poet of

Color who was raised by an abuela who left an abusive marriage

in Bolivia. And everyone else before you, people who lived oceans

and ages ago, fought to survive for their freedom and their place'

They paid for you to be here today, just like you are paying for

everyone else after you. You are not going to have any of it be-

cause nobody else pays your bills, manages your schedule, or tells

you what to do. See? You are not in danger of losing yourself'

Then, one day, you go to a poetry reading.

You end your confusing marriage nearly ten occupied years

later. A11 you wanted was to fit into Young Womanhood and all

its potential, but you reverted. It is at this moment, tetherless

and disrupted, that you are ready to be more you again' Ready

for real normal. As you turn the corner, your ten-, twenty-,

thirty-year-old ghosts and their needs will follow you' Make it

their business to disrupt, elbow, and claw. They will work against

your every step. But, as you did before, let's say you ignore them,

feel liberated, and see nothing but potential' You clear a new air
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